
 K–12 EDUCATION

NUREVA® AUDIO  
SOLUTIONS FOR  
CLASSROOMS

Easy and flexible full-classroom  
audio to reach every student
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Education is facing an unprecedented challenge. In our  

new reality, how do schools and districts incorporate  

hybrid learning without making compromises?

Distanced, but not disconnected

Nureva audio is the easiest way to ensure that teachers  

and students can hear and be heard, whether they are  

in the classroom or joining from home. Thanks to  

patented Microphone Mist™ technology, voices are  

picked up in every inch of your spaces. You get true  

full-room coverage in one easy-to-use system. 

With Nureva, you don’t need to settle for high-maintenance  

and high-cost multicomponent setups or underpowered  

systems that leave teachers stuck at the front of the room  

(and students unheard). 

Instead, teachers can teach as they walk around the  

classroom, connecting with students naturally no matter  

where they are. Students at home can hear their teacher  

and each other, creating the one-classroom feel that’s  

essential for connected learning. And IT staff are saved  

from the complications that come from on-site visits and  

manual system calibration. 

Nureva audio – built for today and ready for anything.

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
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Why choose Nureva audio? 

DESIGNED FOR DISTANCING
•  Ensure voices in the classroom are picked up, no 

matter where students sit or face

•  Let teachers move freely while they teach without 

worrying about dead zones

•  Enjoy built-in speakers that let in-person students 

easily hear their remote peers

READY FOR THE FUTURE
•  Let IT remotely manage any size of deployment  

with a secure, cloud-based dashboard

•  Experience increasing value over time with  

firmware updates 

•  Be prepared for whatever changes come next  

with technology that’s flexible

EASY AND ADAPTABLE
•  Install a system in less than 30 minutes with no  

need for specialized technicians 

•  Reconfigure a learning space as much as you  

need – the system will automatically adjust

•  Keep things simple with a USB cable that easily  

plugs into a teacher’s laptop

Subheading]
Why choose Nureva for hybrid learning

[Subheading]
Designed for physical distancing

[Copy]
Ensure voices are picked up from the entire learning space. Remote students can hear clearly, with no need for anyone in the room to wear or 
share a mic.

[Subheading]
Easy and adaptable

[Copy]
Quickly install a system on your own without specialized technicians. Then recon�gure learning spaces as much as you need – the system will 
automatically adjust. 

[Subheading]
Ready for the future

[Copy]
Be prepared for whatever changes come next with technology that’s adaptable, including cloud-based tools that let IT manage and update 
systems from anywhere.

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC


Microphone Mist™ technology

The evolution of  
classroom audio
Our groundbreaking Microphone  
Mist technology fills a classroom  
with thousands of virtual  
microphones, so everyone can  
be heard, from everywhere.  
It’s the brains behind every  
Nureva audio system.
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NO HANDHELD MICS
With Nureva audio, teachers never need to wonder  

if a lapel mic is charged or if students are getting  

too close to a microphone. That’s because there’s  

no hardware to touch or share.

CONTINUOUS AUTOCALIBRATION
Our audio always works even if you reconfigure  

a space – there’s no need to make adjustments  

or install new components. Experiment as much  

as you need to get your spaces right.

FULL-ROOM COVERAGE
With thousands of virtual microphones filling a  

space, there’s always a mic nearby. This means  

students joining from home can hear everything  

and feel truly connected to their class.

Built for the new reality
For hybrid learning to succeed, schools and districts need tools 
that set everyone up for success. Microphone Mist technology 
keeps student engagement high and costs and hassles low.  
Here’s how.
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nureva.com/audio-conferencing/microphone-mist

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
https://nureva.co/3g4wtAl


Integrated speakers  
that create connections

BETTER CONVERSATIONS
Hear remote students clearly with built-in  

20-watt speakers, making it easier to bridge  

the gap between school and home.

CLEAR PLAYBACK
Play multimedia material like videos and  

recordings directly, avoiding the need to  

use underpowered display speakers.

FLEXIBLE PLACEMENT
Install your system exactly where it needs  

to go, so audio can be heard throughout  

the entire classroom.
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Voice amplification  
included

HOW IT WORKS
Voice Amplification Mode makes it easier for students in the room 

to hear their teacher – without compromising the remote audio 

experience. Just connect a wireless headset microphone to an 

HDL300 or Dual HDL300 system, and the teacher’s voice  

is broadcast clearly through our speakers. 

HOW IT HELPS
Teachers no longer need to strain their voices to be heard by those 

in the classroom. And students at the back of the room can reliably 

hear their teachers – even when masks are in use.
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https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Virtual PD sessions let schools tap into a wider range of speakers and programs, saving travel time 

and expense. They also give districts the flexibility to better match topics with the specific needs 

of teachers and allow those from multiple sites to attend together. Nureva audio makes PD more 

meaningful, allowing for natural discussions and a superior listening experience for everyone.

Made for flexibility
Nureva audio is built to adapt to a variety of education scenarios. 
Anytime you need to connect remote participants with those in  
the room, you have the tools to make the experience engaging 
and effective.

HYBRID LEARNING
For hybrid learning to be successful, it’s essential that both teachers and students can hear and be 

heard. With Nureva audio, teachers can move around the room as they teach and know their voices 

will be picked up everywhere. Students can participate freely, without anyone needing to repeat 

comments and questions. And you never have to sacrifice pedagogy to accommodate technology.

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
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SHARED TEACHING RESOURCES
For districts that struggle to offer a wide range of courses, Nureva audio helps make better use 

of limited resources. Smaller high schools, for example, can have one teacher teach students in 

multiple locations, delivering speciality courses or filling staffing gaps in high-demand subjects 

like physics and math. Districts can also use hybrid instruction to fill substitute teacher shortages.

VIRTUAL ADMIN MEETINGS
Administrative meetings are essential, but they can eat up valuable time. With Nureva, it’s easy to 

hold virtual meetings that keep things efficient. Everyone can skip the travel, making it simpler to 

fit in meetings around everyone’s schedule. Virtual meetings also allow for an immediate response 

when urgent issues require it.

ENRICHED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
The ability to connect with people anywhere has opened up a world of learning opportunities  

for students. Whether you take classes on virtual field trips, connect them with career mentors  

or build connections with other schools, Nureva audio can help expand horizons and offer 

students a deeper understanding of different subject areas, geographies and cultures.

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC


Wichita Falls ISD
GOAL
Keeping hybrid learning students engaged and on track 

HOW NUREVA HELPS
•  Teachers can move anywhere in the classroom and still be heard, letting them work closely with in-person and remote students at the same time 

•  At-home students can have natural conversations with those in the room, without the teacher being forced to repeat what was said

• Everyone in the room can be heard without raising voices, even from behind masks

“I absolutely love it. This is probably the happiest 
I have felt about teaching all year. I feel like 

I have my movement back. Because I can move 
around the room throughout the class, behavior 

has definitely improved. That proximity is 
there again, and students are more on task, 

and minor behavior issues have 
been eliminated.” 

- AMY YEARY 

Teacher
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nureva.com/wichita

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
https://nureva.co/2QCuX1C


Leicester Public Schools
GOAL
Creating a true one-class feeling in a hybrid classroom 

HOW NUREVA HELPS
•  Remote students can participate in discussions as if they were in the classroom, 

with no awkward lulls 

•  Teachers can support students’ social-emotional needs by having real  

conversations that keep everyone connected

• Built-in speakers make it easy for in-person students to hear their peers at home
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“In-class learners can talk in a  
normal tone, and students at home can hear like 

they are in the room. The teacher can also teach at 
a tone and pace that everyone can hear. When they 

call on an at-home student, they feel they are  
included, and the lesson flows as if all students 

were in front of them. This kind of seamless  
connection is invaluable.”

- MATTHEW X. JOSEPH

Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment

nureva.com/leicester

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
https://nureva.co/3gJqjcT
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HDL300 audio system
For microphone coverage up to 25' x 25' | 7.6 x 7.6 m

FULL-ROOM COVERAGE IN CLASSROOMS
8,192 virtual microphones offer full-room coverage in standard classrooms and mid-sized learning spaces.

AUDIO FOR ALTERNATIVE SPACES
Add audio conferencing to libraries, hallways and other nontraditional classroom spaces.

EASY INSTALLATION
Install in around 30 minutes, with no need for specialized skills or tools.

HDL200 audio system
For microphone coverage up to 18' x 18' | 5.5 x 5.5 m
4,096 virtual microphones offer full-room coverage in small spaces or front-of-room  

pickup in larger classrooms. Install quickly on a wall or mount on a mobile cart.

Dual HDL300 audio system
For microphone coverage up to 30' x 50' | 9.1 x 15.2 m
16,384 virtual microphones offer full-room coverage in large learning spaces, foyers  

and more, at a fraction of the cost and time a multicomponent system requires.

nureva.com/audio-conferencing/hdl300#spec

nureva.com/audio-conferencing/hdl200#spec nureva.com/audio-conferencing/dual-hdl300#spec

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
https://nureva.co/3kTa7VX
https://nureva.co/3iRiuzt
https://nureva.co/3nENqH7
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REMOTE MANAGEMENT
Nureva Console is cloud based so you can save time by checking  

device status and making adjustments from anywhere.

EFFORTLESS UPDATES
Use Nureva Console to easily install firmware updates so  

your systems will always have Nureva audio’s latest features.

CUSTOMIZED CONTROL
Cloud-based APIs let you integrate your audio systems  

with existing workflows and third-party products.

Nureva Console
Remotely manage and monitor all your  
Nureva products from one secure dashboard.  
Whether in a school or the district office,  
you have everything you need.

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
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Now hear it yourself 

It takes just 15 minutes to hear exactly how Nureva audio sounds,  
plus get your questions answered by one of our audio experts.

© 2021 Nureva Inc. All rights reserved. Nureva, Microphone Mist, the Nureva logo and the Microphone Mist logo are trademarks  
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ABOUT NUREVA
Nureva is a technology-rich, award-winning private company that 

imagines and builds easy and effective audio solutions for the new 

reality. Its products are an ideal fit for today’s hybrid learning  

classrooms, making it simple for students and teachers to hear  

and be heard whether in the room or participating from home.  

Our team has deep roots in education and innovation, and our 

commitment to fresh thinking and simplicity is built into every  

Nureva solution.

HOW TO BUY
Our products are available from our network of resellers  

and distributors globally. For more information, visit 

nureva.com/how-to-buy.

GET MORE DETAILS AT
nureva.com/k12

sales@nureva.com

1.403.699.9781

nureva.com/k12-demo

https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
https://nureva.co/322WxXl
https://nureva.co/2Q3WmFC
https://nureva.co/3eAHmes

